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When Seeing Shouldn’t
be Believing

BY LAUREL D. RIEK AND
ROBERT N.M. WATSON

Recent advances in affect recognition, facial expression
synthesis, and speech synthesis are giving nonexperts
access to tools for performing live manipulation of
audio and video streams, as well as control signals for
telepresence robots. We apply the vocabulary of secu-

rity protocol analysis to this new environment, considering
how changes in technology call into question assumptions of
trust that seem natural to users of video teleconferencing and
robot telepresence.

In the current economic climate, many organizations are
turning to telepresence to reduce travel costs, while maintaining
their global presence. In a recent report released by market
research firm ABI, telepresence software, hardware, and services
reached US$567 million and is expected to become a US$2.7
billion industry by 2015 [1]. These figures only reflect point-to-
point video conferencing, but several new advances in robots
that support telepresence may also be entering the market soon.
Such robots include mobile robots with liquid-crystal display
(LCD) screens, depicting the remote collaborator [2]–[4] as well
as teleoperated, lifelike android systems [5], [6].

Users of such photorealistic communication systems reasonably
expect that their remote representation is faithful and accurate.
However, like any other communication system, telepresence sys-
tems are subject to security vulnerabilities. Both platform end-
hosts (such as the robot or video phone) as well as the communi-
cation channel may be vulnerable to attack. Such attacks might
occur because of supply chain vulnerabilities, nonexistent or poor
cryptography, stolen keys, or compromised infrastructure.

Once the platform or channel is compromised, an attacker can
control what messages are sent or received. In the terminology of

protocol attacks, we are concerned with message integrity,
confidentiality, and availability; attackers may modify mes-
sages, improperly obtain their contents, or prevent the system
from operating at all. However, in the context of video com-
munications and telepresence, these abstract concerns take on
new and subtle implications: modifications to the channel may
not be immediately (or at all) obvious to the end user, as recent
improvements in technology allow the realistic modification
of both verbal and nonverbal communication signals in real
time. This may allow the malicious modification of communi-
cation, or even the complete impersonation of a participant.

At the more overt end of the spectrum, an adversary (Eve)
may spoof communications entirely, assuming an otherwise
legitimate party’s identity (Alice) for the intent of a conversa-
tion. For people with a close relationship to Alice, this kind of
identity theft may be tricky to maintain because of the contex-
tual information and subtle differences in her behavior, in par-
ticular, nonverbal behaviors that violate their expectations [7].
However, for people who are occasional acquaintances or
strangers to Alice, this type of attack could pose a major problem.

More subtly, Eve might inject facial expressions and ges-
tures into a conversation between Alice and another party
(Bob), such as furrowing Alice’s eyebrows to make her look
angry. Or, Eve may choose to inhibit Alice’s expressions,
such as reducing the intensity of her smiles. Eve can also aug-
ment or inhibit Alice’s tone of voice, or indeed even theDigital Object Identifier 10.1109/MRA.2010.938841
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words she says. In the field of computer security, attacks such
as these are referred to as a man-in-the-middle attack, in
which a third party interferes with the expected execution of
a protocol.

The technology to facilitate such alterations of expressions
was once only in the hands of experts, such as film studios, and
required weeks or months of compute time to produce a real-
istic result. However, with recent advances in affect recogni-
tion [8], facial expression synthesis [9], and speech synthesis
[10], nonexperts are becoming increasingly enabled to carry
out such attacks. As the technology becomes more ubiquitous,
this problem will only get worse.

In this article, we will describe the state of the art in terms
of affect and speech synthesis systems, explore the range of
attacks that telepresence systems pose, and suggest areas of
future research that may help defend against such threats.

Background
Using technology to make people appear to say things they did
not is by no means a new idea; Bregler et al. [11] introduced
Video Rewrite in 1997. This system interjects novel speech and
accompanying visemes (facial and oral movements that accom-
pany voiced phonemes) into a video. At that time, this
technique only required the manual labeling of 26 frames.
Today neither video nor manual labeling is needed, and far
more than just mouth movements can be readily synthesized. In
fact, SitePal recently launched three-dimensional (3-D) photo-
face [12], which allows one to create a talking, moving, and
realistic 3-D facial avatar from a single still photograph. The ava-
tar can be easily manipulated to make expressions, move, and
generate plausible visemes to either prerecorded or synthesized
speech (see Figure 1).

For virtual avatar communication, Bailenson and Blascovich
[13] introduced the possibility of people systematically self-fil-
tering their behaviors or their appearance by suppressing or
amplifying various communicative signals. Indeed, they suggest
that this raises ethical concerns regarding such “transformed
social interactions,” in that it may become impossible to detect
how accurate and faithful an avatar representation is, thus
impeding people’s ability to assess communication honesty.

In terms of altering telepresent communication in real time,
Boker et al. [14], [15] developed a system that permits the real-
time manipulation of the face and voice of a realistic, resynthe-
sized avatar. The avatars were resynthesized using active
appearance models (AAMs) [16], which are statistically based
techniques that describe shape deformations of the face. While
AAMs traditionally require many manually labeled training
images, recent advances in the technique require hardly any
manual labeling at all [17], [18].

In the experiments, Boker et al. describe naive subjects who
participated in six conversations over video teleconference.
Three of these conversations were with a female confederate,
and three were with a male confederate. However, as far as the
naive participants were concerned, they had conversations with
six different people, for they saw six completely different avatars
and heard six different voices. The female confederate was por-
trayed on occasion as a male avatar and the male confederate as
a female avatar. None of the subjects reported they were speak-
ing with fewer than six people, and none realized those people
were represented by a computer animation. Furthermore, in a
follow-up experiment, the researchers found that 91.9% of the
time subjects rated female avatars as female even when the con-
federate was male and male avatars as male even when the con-
federate was female [15].

In the area of speech synthesis, a number of significant
advances have recently taken place in terms of increased natu-
ralness, better prosody support, and reduced training data
requirements. Taylor [10] describes such advances in detail,
but one particularly noteworthy recent idea is personalized
text-to-speech engines. CereProc [19] specializes in this kind
of synthesis, and with only 4 h of audio can recreate someone’s
voice, as they recently did for Roger Ebert [20].

In robotics, a range of systems exist that can support remote
telepresence and the transmission of a wide range of human

communicative cues. On one end are
androids that appear and behave nearly
exactly as their remote operator does
and convey facial expressions, head ges-
tures, and speech with high fidelity (e.g.,
the Geminoid [5]). On the other end of
the spectrum are robots that look nothing
like their remote operators and convey
only limited cues, such as gaze direction
and speech (e.g., the WowWee Rovio
[21]). Based on previous work on people’s
expectations of a robot’s capabilities from
its appearance [22], we expect a similar
trend applies to telepresent robots in terms
of their ability to transmit nonverbal cues.

Figure 1. An original image of Jimmy Wales and three fake facial expressions made
using SitePal 3-D photoface. A believable, fully animate avatar can be created on this site
from just a still-image. (Original photo taken by Manuel Archain, Creative Commons
ShareAlike ' 2008 by Jimmy Wales.)

In the current economic climate,
many organizations are turning to
telepresence to reduce travel
costs, while maintaining their
global presence.
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Thus, as a robot becomes more realistic (thus resembling the
remote collaborator), many people’s expectations will be that
it is faithfully transmitting the nonverbal cues of its operator
(see Figure 2).

Because people judge the authenticity of others based on
how they look and sound, these new advances that support
real-time manipulation of human communication cues make
telepresence increasingly vulnerable to malicious attack.

Protocol Attacks in a Telepresent World
Since the 1970s, security research literature has considered both
the construction and analysis of security protocols; however,
despite extensive discussion, security protocols defy simple defi-
nition. Many security protocols are cryptographic in nature, and
cryptography provides the basis for reasoning about their prop-
erties. Such protocols involve two or more parties who wish
to reliably draw conclusions about the success of a protocol,
perhaps for the purposes of mutual authentication, safe commu-
nication of confidential information, or distributed decision-
making. Common primitives for constructing protocols include
digital signatures, cryptographic hashes, and encryption/decryp-
tion using shared secrets or public/private key.

Protocol literature describes not only a large number of
protocols but also a large number of attacks against those
protocols. Vulnerabilities may arise not only because of the
incorrect use of cryptographic primitives or poor reasoning
by a protocol’s designer but also as a result of poor under-
standing of the properties and assumptions of a protocol by
its users. These vulnerabilities may allow an attacker to vio-
late the integrity or confidentiality guarantees of a protocol,
or prevent the protocol (or services built on the protocol)
from operating, and hence deny availability. Protocol attacks
target the integrity, confidentiality, and availability of com-
munications and may employ techniques such as eavesdrop-
ping, injecting messages, modifying messages, and replaying
messages. Detailed descriptions of cryptographic primitives,
protocols, and attacks can be found in Anderson [25] and
Ferguson et al. [26].

However, security protocols can also be social in nature,
leading in turn to a set of attacks known as social engineering.
For the purposes of these protocols, end points are not com-
puters on networks passing messages but people participating
in the social protocols of organizations and society. Attacks on
social protocols are often much more straightforward than
cryptographic attacks—it is easier to trick a human into reveal-
ing his or her password than to break even off-the-shelf cryp-
tography protecting it! A detailed consideration of social
engineering, as well as its combination with technical attacks
on protocols, is provided by Mitnick and Simon [27].

Established protocol security vocabulary for both crypto-
graphic protocol and social engineering attacks lends itself well
to describing robot telepresence and video teleconference
stream attacks. In the telepresence scenario, as with social engi-
neering attacks, we consider both people and computer sys-
tems to be participants in the protocol and reason about the
conclusions reached by the participating humans as critical
protocol results. To this end, telepresence system attacks may

be considered another tool in the tool chest of the social engi-
neer, blending social and technical elements.

For the purposes of this discussion, and adopting the parlance
of security protocol literature, we consider the interactions of
three actors: Alice and Bob, well-meaning participants in secu-
rity protocols, and the malicious Eve, who wishes to circumvent
the protocol by exploiting vulnerabilities. In security protocols,
cryptographic techniques are combined with communications
to allow participants in protocols to exchange information
securely or provably accomplish common objectives. Typical
attacks on security protocols exploit incorrect assumptions
about the elements or results of a protocol; for example, they
may rely on an unsafe use of a cryptographic primitive, or a
failure to include fresh information in the exchange to prevent
replay attacks. In the context of telepresent communications,
the realism of the communication channel and the use of social
techniques substitute for attacks on cryptographic primitives
and incorrect assumptions of the participants.

In a two-party scenario, Alice engages in communication
with Eve, who wishes to exploit assumptions about the proto-
col (and implementation) to mislead Alice. In a three-party
scenario, or man-in-the-middle attack, legitimate participants
Alice and Bob may likewise be malignly influenced by Eve
such that conclusions they draw from the protocol are mis-
placed. A robot telepresence or video teleconference attacker
is able to manipulate the streams of communication and con-
trol to mislead legitimate protocol participants about the
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Expectations of Nonverbal Cue Transmission Accuracy

Figure 2. As the level of human-likeness increases, people’s
expectations of the nonverbal cue transmission accuracy will
also likely increase. Robots from left to right: WowWee Rovio
[21], Yujin Robot iRobi [23], Robovie [24], Willow Garage Texas
Robot [3], and Geminoid H1-1 [5]. (Courtesy of Wikimedia.)

In robotics, a range of systems exist
that can support remote

telepresence and the transmission
of a wide range of human

communicative cues.
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conclusions they can draw from the protocol. With realistic
manipulation or even substitution of realistic human commu-
nicative cues over a compromised channel, this characteriza-
tion proves similarly useful. We consider three scenarios to
explore the realm of possibility, each of which uses the manip-
ulation of the communications channel to reinforce a social
engineering attack.

Angry Alice
In our first example (Figure 3), we consider a man-in-the-
middle attack in which either Alice or Bob’s video conferencing
system has been compromised, allowing (subject to real-time
constraints) the video and audio streams to be modified. Alice
works for a large software company and is evaluating net-
work hardware from several competing vendors; Bob is a
sales representative from a vendor. Eve is an employee of a
competing firm, who wishes to maliciously interfere with the
completion of a protocol (negotiation) between Alice’s and
Bob’s companies.

Bob and Alice have similar goals: explore each other’s
expectations of cost but more generally build the trust required
to complete the business negotiation. In person, by video
phone, or via telepresence, various cues allow this negotiation
to proceed—sales representatives and buyers alike are experi-
enced in avoiding missteps that may make reaching an agree-
ment more difficult (or impossible). In itself, the use of
computer-mediated communication makes negotiation more
challenging because of the reduction in nonverbal cues [28],
[29]. However, if Eve is able to manipulate the channel to

further reduce Alice or Bob’s effectiveness at reading the cues
of the other, then an agreement may not be reached.

For example, Eve may manipulate the video and/or audio
stream to make Alice appear angry (for instance by frequently
furrowing her eyebrows or raising the pitch of her voice [30]).
This in turn may make Bob feel less comfortable and thus less
inclined toward reaching an agreement with her.

This attack could be carried out on a larger scale by com-
promising the supply chain. Perhaps, Eve’s employer is a com-
peting network vendor to Bob and also happens to supply his
company’s video conference software. Eve’s employer could
ensure favorable outcomes by modifying all communications
between Alice’s and Bob’s companies, causing them to lose
trust in one another, thus propelling Alice’s company to pur-
chase hardware from Eve’s employer instead.

Alice’s Physical Avatar
Physical avatars, or teleoperated robots that serve as physical
manifestations of a remote user [31], present several unusual
opportunities of attack beyond those of static video teleconfer-
encing systems. In our second example (Figure 4), we consider
how Eve might co-opt Alice’s physical avatar, while she is
remotely delivering a courtroom appearance.

The courtroom environment is of particular concern:
telepresence and recorded testimony have raised significant
questions in jurisprudence [32] but are becoming accepted
practice. The ability to interfere with, and worse, and to inject
credible modifications (or even complete substitution) of
court testimony threatens both the integrity and availability
of legal processes.

Alice is testifying in court via a mobile LCD screen (such as
via a Texas Robot [3]). We assume that this robot conveys a
realistic representation of her face and voice. Furthermore,
Alice can teleoperate the robot and its camera with a joystick
to convey gaze and attentional posture cues.

After allowing Alice to establish credibility as a witness and
answer a series of question, Eve may hijack Alice’s control of
the robot and then use a realistic reproduction of Alice’s voice
and appearance to inject malicious content. If done well, the
attack would leave neither Alice nor the jury any wiser—they
would have been misled as to the testimony (attack on integ-
rity). Even if the attack is detected, the presentation of com-
promised evidence to a jury might well lead to mistrial (attack
on availability). This attack is reminiscent of attacks against
message authentication codes (MACs) such as naive use of

BobAlice

Angry Alice

Eve

Figure 3. Eve modifies the videoconference stream between
Alice and Bob by injecting new facial expressions leading Bob
to conclude Alice is displeased.

Bob

Eve

Alice's Robot

Figure 4. Bob is unaware that Eve has compromised Alice’s
robot and therefore gives Eve all the rights and services he
would normally provide to Alice.

Common primitives for constructing
protocols include digital signatures,
cryptographic hashes, and
encryption/decryption using shared
secrets or public/private key.
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keyed MD5; an attacker is able to append new data to the end
of messages and have them accepted by the receiving end [33].

Alice’s Neighbor
In our third example (Figure 5), we consider a two-party
protocol, in which Eve has built an accurate video and audio
models of Bob such that a short conversation can be held in
real time with reasonable verisimilitude. The malicious Eve
uses Skype to place a call from her hotel room to Bob’s
neighbor, Alice. Using Bob’s face and voice, she tells Alice that
she (apparently Bob) is away but needs Alice to allow a
plumber access to the house via the spare house key. Alice,
who knows Bob albeit perhaps not all that well, may reason-
ably accept these instructions and allow the supposed plumber
into the house.

Of particular interest in this scenario is that Eve does not
even need to steal keying material or compromise an end-host:
participants in many human-to-human protocols rely implic-
itly on their ability to identify those with whom they are com-
municating. If the other participant looks, sounds, and acts like
a given person, they are that person for all intents and pur-
poses, even if talking on someone else’s phone.

Mitigation
While the techniques we describe in the article remain on the
edge of the possible today, improvements in associated tech-
nologies are rapid and concerning; what is currently in the
realm of high-end cinema studios will rapidly become the
domain of end-user PCs. Proper application of traditional
platform and channel security approaches to video teleconfer-
encing and robot telepresence systems is clearly critical in pre-
venting some of these attacks. However, end users relying on
these technologies must be aware that, in the presence of an
exploited vulnerability, a new suite of tools is available to an
attacker. When combined with social engineering, the results
could be both surprising and devastating.

The security research and engineering communities con-
tinue to explore a range of approaches for dealing with security
problems, not least defense in depth, in which the assumption
of vulnerability motivates the adoption of a multilayered
approach and the extensive use of mitigation technologies.
Similarly, we wonder whether there aren’t mitigation ap-
proaches to be found specifically for the new problems we
describe. Intrusion detection technology has seen mixed
reviews because of its problems with false positives and nega-
tives, as well as the inherent difficulties with anomaly detec-
tion [34], but it is easy to imagine similar approaches applied
here. Manipulation of communication streams may leave
identifiable traces, both at low levels (perhaps identifiable via
video recompression artifacts) and at higher levels (biometric
techniques could be applied to identify discontinuities or
inconsistencies with a model).

Certainly, these are reasonable metrics with which to con-
sider the effectiveness of attacks, and they bear further explora-
tion—especially as biometric techniques are, themselves,
frequently used for authentication and are likewise potentially
vulnerable. Of course, a significant challenge in the arena of

detection is legitimate modification that may also take place in
the future; the makeup of the future may remove undesired
facial expressions or ticks, even out voice tone, and more,
using the same technologies we describe as a potential threat.

Conclusion
We have described computer techniques for characterizing
and reproducing realistic behaviors and appearances for indi-
viduals that are becoming state of the art, with a potentially
serious (and largely unconsidered) impact on security. These
include recent advances in resynthesized avatars [15], personal-
ized text-to-speech engines [19], and still-photo to animate
avatar systems such as SitePal 3-D photoface [12].

Increasingly, seeing should not imply believing in the world
of telepresent communication; strong measures must be used to
protect the security of the channels, or there is a risk of discredit-
ing the technologies themselves as reliable and safe to use. While
we discuss potential mitigation techniques, it seems that the
only sure-fire approach is to redouble our efforts in traditional
security areas (platform and channel security) and to ensure that
these techniques are used wherever they are appropriate.
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